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At the table in the forest
every sprout from the soil
must converse so as to claim
the right to spring.

Hark to the forest’s cry.
It is hopeless to hush
the warning to the living
that life is doomed.

Many were the gestures
summoning for attention
from the forest embodied
by male and female fighters
for the nature of life
with no gag or torture.

In unison, trees
rise and claim
the roots of unbearable tales
written in pain and memories.

Let us introduce ourselves.
I am Maçaranduba from the soil,
the frame of many homes.
I am Parapará,
the one to nourish air
and promote the existence
of all that moves over the land.
If you don’t change your values
you will have nowhere to tread.

The recollections of this place,
where only rumours are left
about doomed lives
unknown to life
from the remaining life
that is leftover.
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As a tall Cajuaçu,
I also announce
my nuts, my eyes
as witnesses.
I am son of the great Amazon forest
breeding diversity.

I am Tatajuba of the forest.
Chainsaws will not silence this tree.
I embody nature
as part of me
as it becomes this place.

I am the last to speak.
Accepted by the jungle
and as an Andiroba being born,
I am here to request
the right to live.

I am here to speak about
what no one can deny,
Nature has its rights.

We gather to alert
while time writes history
as a closing movement.
that the rights over life on Earth
are vital to claim.

Those who lead the planet
embrace all nature
and be embraced by it.
Assure its rights,
save it for the sake of life.

Academic Exegesis
The poem represents the voices of five native trees from the Amazon rainforest, as they remember
the participation of women and men who have fought for the forest. It highlights the importance
of environmental diversity and the biome for the creation and maintenance of life. In the poem,
the trees tell their stories and memories, while they denounce a future, which threatens the
different forms of life on Earth. In the end, the main characters request the right to live to the
rulers of the planet. The voices, which rise from the forest as an ultimate hope, emerge with
the belief, that somehow, they will be heard before the Amazon forest and the planet are silenced.
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